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Abstract
While several terrain generation methods focused on plausible watersheds, the fact that most mountains should
not be isolated but rather be part of wider scale mountain ranges was seldom considered. In this work, we present
the first procedural method that generates folded terrains from simple user input, in the form of some sparse peak
distribution on a vector map. The key idea is to infer possible continental plates from this distribution and to use
simplified plate tectonics to generate relevant terrain folds. The resulting terrain with large-scale folds, computed
in real-time, can be further refined using standard erosion simulation. This leads to detailed terrains with plausible
mountain ranges that match the peak distributions and main rivers specified on simple vector maps.
1. Introduction
Terrains are among the most difficult models to create, due
to their specific multi-resolution folded structure. Although
real terrain data is available, many applications – from films
through video games and to serious games – require terrain
models that match specific design goals. Achieving this, was
it through the manual edition of some existing terrain data or
Figure 1: Left: Corsica elevation map, showing typical
multi-scale terrain folds ( c©IGN). Middle: Input vector map.
Right : The elevation map we output. Note that although not
identical to the real data on the left, our method achieves
some plausible interpretation of the vector map, with quali-
tatively similar multi-resolution folds.
using the indirect control offered by a procedural generation
method, takes time and efforts.
This work addresses the case when user design goals can
be expressed through a simple vector map, similar, for in-
stance, to the famous Middle-Earth map in Lords of the
Rings. This raises an interesting question: Is it possible to
generate plausible terrains from the simple vector data on
such maps, including coast lines, main rivers, and some
sparse set of mountain peaks? This is the question we are
addressing here. Since terrain generation from hydrological
maps was already studied, we more specifically focus on
generating mountain ranges that match the sparse distribu-
tion of peaks on a vector map. To our best knowledge, this
specific problem was never tackled before.
Plates tectonic plays a major role in shaping landscapes:
interaction between plates causes the terrain to fold, result-
ing into a series of mountain ranges (Figure 1, left). Our
approach to infer plausible folds that are consistent with a
user-designed vector map (Figure 1, middle) is to group vec-
tor peak elements into possible continental plates, and to use
simplified plate tectonic to compute consistent large scale
terrain folds. The later are then refined using smaller scale
hydraulic erosion simulation while accounting for the rivers
on the map. This results into visually appealing terrains that
do match the user intent (Figure 1, right).
After reviewing related work (Section 2), we present our
processing pipeline (Section 3). We then detail the two main
contributions: a method for creating continental plates from
a set of peak positions (Section 4) and a simplified tectonic
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Figure 2: Overview of our algorithm.
algorithm for generating terrain folds from these plates (Sec-
tion 5). The construction of the watershed map used for ero-
sion simulation is then presented (Section 6). We discuss re-
sults and limitations before concluding.
2. Related work
The first methods for generating terrains directly tried to cap-
ture the fractal nature of mountains, i.e. their self-similar
multi-scale structure. This was either achieved using frac-
tal geometry or multi-resolution noise models [EMP∗02].
A larger segment of previous work focused on generating
plausible watersheds, which eventually created more plausi-
ble fractal-like valley structures. These methods either sim-
ulated water flows and weathering effects [BF02, MDH07,
vBBK08, KBKŠ09], or procedurally built consistent valley
systems [KMN88,PH93,BA05,GGG∗13]. Most of these ter-
rain generation methods were driven by indirect parameters
leading to tedious control through series of trials and errors.
In contrast, Genevaux et al. [GGG∗13] generated consistent
terrains from user-specified rivers-beds depicted on a vec-
tor map. In this work, we reuse the idea of such simple user
input but tackle the complementary problem of generating
plausible mountain ranges from a simple map. We make use
of the hydraulic erosion method from [vBBK08] for adding
smaller scale features to the folded terrains we generate.
Hydrology is not the only factor shaping landscapes. In-
deed, while it organizes valleys at multiple scales, hydrol-
ogy alone fails structuring mountains into consistent ranges.
These ranges result from larger scale geological phenom-
ena, namely folding effects due to plate tectonics. The first
attempt, to our knowledge, to take plates tectonics into ac-
count for terrain generation [Ale06] generated simple high
fields from the simulation of collisions between plates. Con-
trary to our goals, the result was not used to organize
smaller scale mountains into consistent ranges. A more re-
cent method [Vii12] makes use of randomly defined plates
to compute a set of locations for mountains. Yet, the method
does not provide user control on mountain location and does
not include the generation of plausible 3D geometry. In con-
trast, our goal is to use plate boundaries not as a single fault
line, but as some global feature driving smaller scale details.
Lastly, a few methods went further than plate tectonics
to model subsurface geology. This falls outside the scope of
this work. We refer the reader to [NLVP13].
3. Overview of the method
We use the following pipeline to generate plausible height-
maps from simple vector maps (Figure 2):
1. The user interactively creates a simple vector map, with
coast contours, main rivers, and distributions of peaks.
2. We generate possible continental plates and their speed
from the peaks, to infer where plate collisions may occur.
3. Plate contours and speeds are used as input of a warping
process used to generate noisy terrain folds.
4. To take sketched rivers into account, we generate a wa-
tershed map to be able to force the water to flow in them.
5. We combine the fold map with a watershed map.
6. Small scale details are added using erosion simulation.
4. Plates generation
In the real world, collisions between continental plates gen-
erate mountain ranges due to terrain folding and their sepa-
ration creates deep canyons. Geologists make use of differ-
ent types of data for determining plate boundaries, such as
boreholes and seismic sources. But we cannot ask the user
for such specialized input. Although inspired from natural
plate tectonics, our method therefore simplifies it: we con-
sider plate collisions only and use the location of mountain
peaks to extract a plausible set of plates with their contours
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Figure 3: Input peak positions (left). Sub-plates and associ-
ated velocities based on Voronoi cells (right).
Figure 4: Sub-plate merging process.
and velocities. This is done using a bottom-up approach that
first generates sub-plates around each peak and then merges
them into larger ones. Although extremely coarse from a ge-
ological viewpoint, this method matches our goal of gener-
ating visually plausible results from simple input.
Sub-plates. We define sub-plates as cells of a Voronoi di-
agram computed from peak positions on the input map. We
estimate velocity u of a sub-plate as the vector from its center
of mass cm to the peak position p. Thus, the nearest a peak
is from its cell boundary, the strongest the velocity. There-
fore, velocities are directed towards packed regions, as if all
sub-plates were converging to central positions and collid-
ing. See Figure 3.
Sub-plate merging process. Tectonic plates are large re-
gions that move together, and thus have a quasi-uniform
velocity. Therefore, we use velocity direction to iteratively
merge plates. The contour of the resulting continental plates
are the locations of terrain folds we have been looking for.
More precisely, we use two simple rules to iteratively
merge neighboring plates: Firstly, plates A and B are merged
if uA ·uB > T1, where uX is the normalized velocity for plate
X and T1 ∈ [0,1] a user-defined threshold. The smaller T1, the
larger the resulting plates. Secondly, in order to avoid issues
of normalizing near-zero vectors, and also to homogenize
plate sizes, we merge too little plates with their largest neigh-
bor. A and B are merged if AAAB < T2, where AX is the area
of plate X . We assign the following speed vector to the new
plate C, to be ale to iterate (see Figure 4): uC = AAuA+ABuBAA+AB .
5. Generation of terrain folds
Terrain folds are consistent sets of features due to collision
between plates, and therefore aligned along their bound-
aries. See the set of horizontal to slightly inclined large
Figure 5: Initial plate map (left) and resulting fold-based
height-map (right).
folds in Figure 1, left. As simulating the full folding pro-
cess [Mal10] would lead to heavy computations, we rather
use plate shapes and velocities to generate some procedural
noise that creates folds using image warping.
Image warping consists in applying a function to an image in
order to distort its content. Let I be an image, I(p) the pixel
of coordinates p, and w(p) a warping function. The warped
image I′ is defined by I′(p) = I(w(p)). In our method, we
use plates velocities to warp a noise function.
Velocity map. We initialize the velocity map V from the as-
sociated plate velocity. We then smooth the map using Gaus-
sian blur. The resulting map thus has constant values on each
plate, but quickly varying values interpolating two opposite
velocity vectors at plate boundaries. This quick, smooth vari-
ation will be used to create folds.
Noise warping. The terrain height-map I is initialized using
fractional Brownian motion noise [MVN68] to get pseudo-
random multi-scale details. To get the folding effect, we
use the plate velocity map to warp this height-map, using:
w(p) = p+V (p). While this only translates height variation
on a given plate, this causes the noise to be compressed in a
single direction, perpendicular to the plate boundaries, at the
border between two plates, due to the quick variation of the
translation vector V (p) applied. And as shown in Figure 5
this process generates what we intuitively interpret as folds.
To improve the result, we scale down the resulting height-
map I′ by a coefficient k ∈]0,1[ depending on the distance
to the peaks drawn on the vector map. This attenuates the
folding effects far from peaks, making the result both more
natural (the contour of plates should not be visible every-
where) and consistent with user input.
6. Watershed generation and hydraulic erosion
As simple vector maps often depict the main rivers, we al-
low users to draw them on the input vector map. However,
these rivers could be incoherent with the fold-based height-
map we just computed, and simply digging rivers into it
would not give plausible results. We rather loosely inspire
from [GGG∗13] to generate a watershed map from the rivers
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that is then combined with the fold-based height-map. Fi-
nally, we simulate hydraulic erosion as in [vBBK08] to add
plausible small scale details.
Watershed map. The watershed map is generated as fol-
lows: First, we propagate height along rivers starting from
the sea (zero height) using a given small slope factor. Then,
we diffuse this height with a larger slope to the other pix-
els of the map, using a shader. Slope values can be adapted
based on distance to the nearest peaks on the vector map to
achieve non-linear slope variations. The resulting map de-
fines a terrain where water flows naturally from mountains
to rivers and to the ocean.
Combining folds and watershed maps. The watershed el-
evation map g is combined with the fold-based elevation map
f from Section 5 using a mask map m set to some normalized
distance to rivers. The resulting map h seamlessly switches
from watershed-based information close to rivers to fold-
based information: h(p) = g(p)(1−m(p))+ f (p)m(p).
7. Results
The system is implemented in C++, using OpenGL and
GLSL Compute Shaders. Computations are performed on an
NVidia 660GTX GPU and an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-1650 CPU,
running at 3.20 GHz with 16 GB of memory.
Figures 1, 2 and the companion video show that our
method is able to generate visually realistic terrains. In addi-
tion to creating imaginary terrains, we used a map inspired
from a real island in Figure 1 to allow qualitative comparison
with a real height-map. Performances gathered in Table 1
shows that terrains are generated in a few seconds.
Plates Folds Watershed Erosion
Fig. 1 2.9 s 2.1 s 6 s 2.4 s
Fig. 2 2.9 s 2.25 s 6.4 s 2.3 s
Table 1: Computational time, terrain (1024×1024).
Limitations. The use of Voronoi diagrams leads to non-
expected results when users input a single line of peaks in-
stead of of thicker mountains clusters: while they expect
a single plate boundary along this line, Voronoi cells cut
between peaks. Moreover, isolated peaks are not on plate
boundaries, and so not on the folded mountain ranges we
generate. We could interpret them as volcanoes.
The main issue of our fold generation algorithm is that
it generates folds along both convergent and divergent plate
boundaries. We could try to mask it to hide folds along diver-
gent boundaries but this would require progressively fading
folds where convergent and divergent boundaries meet.
Lastly, the way we merge user-defined rivers with fold-
based elevation does not always give good results, since we
blend two maps that may not be locally consistent rather than
warping them first to make them match.
8. Conlusion
In this paper, we presented a procedural method consider-
ing tectonic plate interaction to create a terrain with consis-
tent mountain ranges. Although simple, this method already
achieves good results. In future work we would like to ex-
tend the method to both oceanic and continental plate types
and to consider divergent plates as well as convergent ones.
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